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Trends in extreme precipitation and their causes were analyzed for events within the

Laurentian Great Lakes for several periods: 1908–2020, 1949–2020, 1980–2019, and

1980–2020. Upward trends in extreme precipitation were found for multiple metrics,

including the number of exceedances of return period thresholds for several durations

and average recurrence intervals (ARI), the number of extreme basin-average 4-day

precipitation totals, and the annual maximum daily station precipitation. The causes of

extreme events were classified into 5 meteorological categories: fronts of extratropical

cyclones (ETC-FRT), extratropical cyclones but not proximate to the fronts (ETC-NFRT),

mesoscale convective systems (MCS), tropical cyclones (TC), and air mass convection

(AMC). For daily events exceeding the threshold for 5-yr ARI, ETC-FRTs account for

78% of all events, followed by ETC-NFRTs (12%), MCSs (6%), TCs (2%), and AMC (1%).

Upward trends in the number of events by cause were found for all categories except

AMC. An examination of basin-wide 4-day extreme events (40 largest events during

1980–2019) found that all events were caused by ETC-FRTs (85%) or ETC-NFRTs (15%).

Keywords: Great Lakes (North America), extreme precipitation, weather fronts, meteorology, trends

INTRODUCTION

The Laurentian Great Lakes represent the largest freshwater resource in North America. They are
utilized in many ways, including as a municipal water supply source, a transportation waterway,
a major commercial fishery, and a recreational destination for fishing, boating, and skiing.
Fluctuations in water levels and available water quantity can have major impacts on these uses.
For example, on Lakes Michigan-Huron over the period 2010 to 2020, annual average water levels
ranged from 175.9m above sea level in 2013 to 177.31m in 2020. These fluctuations are sufficiently
large in magnitude to have contrasting impacts on lake uses. For example, anomalously high lake
levels increase the risk of shoreline damage during storms but increase the maximum load that
cargo ships can carry through shallow portions of navigation channels. Anomalously low levels
reduce maximum loads but reduce shoreline damage during storms (Wuebbles et al., 2019).

A major question is the impact of future anthropogenically forced climate change on the
hydroclimatology of the Great Lakes Basin (GLB). Most global climate model (GCM) simulations
under increased future greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations show an increase in both mean
annual precipitation and extreme precipitation frequency and intensity over the GLB (Easterling
et al., 2017). However, accurate simulation of precipitation remains a challenge for GCMs because
of the complexity of precipitation physics and the coarse resolution of GCMs (Seneviratne et al.,
2021).
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To address such issues, a growing research area is a focus on
the meteorological causes of extreme precipitation events, trends,
and variations. Such causes can be broadly categorized into
thermodynamic and dynamic components (Emori and Brown,
2005; Nie et al., 2018). The former accounts for atmospheric
moisture content, q, the saturated value of which, according
to the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship, increases at a rate of
∼7%/K (Trenberth et al., 2003). In addition to its obvious
effect through supply of moisture, the atmospheric moisture
content can also indirectly affect potential extreme precipitation
magnitudes through changes in atmospheric convective stability.
The dynamic component accounts for atmospheric motion,
specifically the vertical velocity (VV), and is associated with
specific weather system types.

Quantifying how changes in these components affect the
local extreme precipitation distribution is complicated. While
progress is expected in the future using convection-permitting
models (Kendon et al., 2021), the capability to observe and
model changes in small-scale convective processes affecting
local extreme precipitation is still limited (Prein et al., 2017)
because the spatial resolution of both global and regional climate
models remains too coarse to directly simulate the small-scale
circulations and associated micro-physical processes in clouds.
On the other hand, important progress has been made on
linking regional changes in extreme precipitation to large-
scale processes. Barlow et al. (2019) state that global climate
models “are generally better at capturing synoptic-scale features
associated with extreme precipitation than extreme precipitation,
itself.” A study of the northeast US, including the eastern part
of the GLB, found that a set of models from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) exhibited
mixed results in their simulation of extreme precipitationmetrics
with slightly better performance for the circulation patterns
associated with heavy precipitation (Agel and Barlow, 2020).
Kunkel et al. (2020a) found concurrent increasing trends in
extreme precipitation and precipitable water (PW; the column
integrated q) aggregated in large regions of the US. Similar results
have been found in Australia by Roderick et al. (2020). Kunkel
et al. (2020b) examined the relationship of individual station
extreme precipitation event magnitudes with associated values of
PW and VV and found a strong positive correlation.

In this study, we examine trends in extreme precipitation and
the relationship of those trends to large-scale weather systems.
Such systems are generally simulated adequately by GCMs. This
analysis provides the basis for an alternate approach to future
projections that uses the large-scale weather factors causing
extreme precipitation rather than precipitation itself.

Previous analyses of extreme precipitation that included
the Great Lakes generally indicate upward trends. For the
United States, Easterling et al. (2017) found upward trends
over the northeastern quadrant of the US for several extreme
metrics for both 1901–2016 and 1958–2016. The metrics include
the number of daily precipitation events exceeding an average
recurrence interval (ARI) of 5 years, the 5-yr maximum daily
precipitation, and the total amount of precipitation falling on
days exceeding the 99th percentile of daily precipitation. Kunkel
et al. (2020a) found upward trends in the number of extreme

events for the northeast US for 35 combinations of duration
(1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, and 30 days) and ARI (1, 2, 5, 10, and 20
years) over the period 1949–2016. Vincent et al. (2018) analyzed
trends over 1901–2016 for Canadian stations in the GLB. For
the number of days exceeding the 90th percentile threshold
of daily precipitation, most stations indicated upward trends.
However, for the annual maximum daily precipitation, they
found a mix of upward and downward trends, with most not
statistically significant.

Some of the above studies presented composite analyses
that included portions of the GLB, but they do not include
results specifically for the basin. This study builds upon
previous regional studies by focusing on both trends and
meteorological causes of extreme precipitation events exclusively
for the GLB.

DATA AND METHODS

Station Observations of Precipitation
The Global Historical Climatology Network—Daily (GHCN-
D) was used as the source of station observations of daily
precipitation (Menne et al., 2012). A set of United States stations
with <10% missing daily precipitation data for 1895–2009 from
Kunkel et al. (2012) was screened for those within the boundaries
of the GLB; a total of 57 stations were identified. To enhance
spatial coverage, two additional sets of stations from GHCN-
D were identified, meeting the criterion of <10% missing daily
precipitation observations for 1949–2020 and 1980–2020; these
included available Canadian stations. Geospatial analysis was
performed on these subsets of stations to determine those within
the boundaries of the Great Lakes basin. A total of 171 (188)
stations were identified for the period 1949–2020 (1980–2020),
including 42 stations common to all three sets. The locations of
these three sets of stations are shown in Figure 1.

The 1895–2020 long-term set of 57 stations had been analyzed
by Kunkel et al. (2012) to identify daily precipitation events
exceeding the threshold for a 1-in-5-yr average recurrence
interval (ARI). In that study, they restricted the analysis of
meteorological causes to the period 1908–2009 because of
inadequacies in the data needed to identify causes before that
period. For this current study, we used the events and causes
for that shorter period of 1908–2009. The data for 2010–2020
were also analyzed to identify additional events exceeding the
threshold, creating a data set for 1908–2020. For this additional
analysis period of 2010–2020, the number of stations meeting
the minimum data availability threshold (300 or more days in a
year) for analysis varied from 45 to 51. Three annual resolution
time series were constructed. For each year, based on the events
exceeding the station-specific 1-in-5-yr threshold in that year,
three metrics were computed: (1) the total number of station
events; (2) the mean precipitation for those daily station events;
and (3) the single largest (maximum) precipitation value for
those daily station events. The annual values were normalized by
the number of stations meeting the data availability criterion for
that year. The resulting three annual time series were analyzed
for trends.
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FIGURE 1 | Locations of the stations used in (A) the trends and causes analysis for 1908–2020, (B) the trends analysis for 1949–2020, and (C) the trends analysis for

1980–2020. The white area indicates water bodies and the dark gray area indicates land area within the Great Lakes drainage basin.

The 1949–2020 and 1980–2020 sets of 171 and 181 stations
were analyzed following Kunkel et al. (2020a) for trends in the
number of events exceeding thresholds of extreme precipitation
accumulation for 35 combinations of duration (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20,
and 30 days) and ARI (1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 years). The analysis
of this large range of combinations addresses the question of
whether the results are sensitive to a perhaps-fortuitous choice
of extreme precipitation metric. By examining this large set, we
can assess the robustness of the observed trends.

Reanalysis Precipitation
Precipitation extremes at individual stations can have substantial
local impacts. We were also interested in examining basin-wide
extremes because they potentially can have sizeable effects on
Great Lakes water levels. However, the variations in station
density, particularly the lack of long-term stations in the northern
portions of the basin (Figure 1), limit the suitability of station
averages to infer basin-wide extremes. For this reason, we used
a reanalysis product, the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for
Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2; Gelaro et al.,
2017), to investigate extreme precipitation events of large areal
extent. Meteorological reanalyses use weather forecast models
that assimilate observations to provide 3-dimensional fields of
the atmospheric state that evolve temporally in a manner that
is consistent with physical laws and the observations. Unlike
some reanalyses, the MERRA-2 reanalysis assimilates in situ
precipitation observations and has been shown to produce
superior estimates of precipitation (Bosilovich et al., 2017).
The MERRA-2 spatial resolution is 0.5◦ latitude by 0.625◦

longitude. Daily values of precipitation accumulations were
obtained covering the period 1980–2019. The MERRA-2 grid
points within the GLB boundaries were identified (281 grid
points), and the data for these grid points were averaged to
produce a daily basin-average time series of precipitation. The
basin-average mean annual precipitation from this dataset is
1,067mm. Four-day rolling precipitation totals were calculated
(days 1–4, 2–5, 3–6, etc.). The 40 largest non-overlapping events
of 4-day duration were identified and used for climatological
analysis. The selection of the 40 largest events in a 40-yr record

is equivalent to choosing all events exceeding the 1-yr ARI
threshold. The duration of 4 days was chosen to be consistent
with the results of Kunkel and Champion (2019).

Meteorological Causes
Kunkel et al. (2012) identified station-specific values for the
1-in-5 yr threshold of daily precipitation by first ranking
daily precipitation amounts. The 1-in-5 yr threshold was then
calculated empirically as the rank N value where N = (number
of available years of data)/5. For a station with 100 years of
data, this is the rank 20 daily precipitation value. The station
thresholds calculated in Kunkel et al. (2012) were used here to
identify additional station events for 2010–2020. These additional
daily extreme precipitation events were assigned ameteorological
cause using manual expert judgment, resulting in a dataset of
causes covering the period of 1908–2020. In their study, the
categories relevant to the GLB included extratropical cyclones
(ETCs), tropical cyclones (TCs), mesoscale convective systems
(MCSs), and air mass convection (AMC). The ETC category was
subdivided into 2 categories: events near one of the ETC fronts
(ETC-FRT) and events not near the fronts (ETC-NFRT).

MCSs are organized areas of thunderstorms that persist
for several hours and can produce heavy rainfall and severe
weather. They can be classified as internally or externally driven
(Schumacher and Rasmussen, 2020). Externally driven MCSs are
triggered by another weather feature, such as a front. Internally
driven MCSs develop and maintain their character primarily
through self-generated features. In the Kunkel et al. (2012) study,
extending back to 1908, the necessary data (e.g., satellite cloud
cover, radar) to definitively identify MCSs, whether externally-
or internally-driven, was not available for the entire period.
Therefore, extreme events associated with organized areas of
precipitation, which possibly could be classified as MCSs if the
necessary data were available, were instead classified by the
large-scale trigger, typically a front, in the case of externally-
driven MCSs. Extreme events associated with organized areas
of precipitation, but with no large-scale weather system trigger,
were classified into the MCS category. Thus, our MCS category is
restricted to the internally-driven type. It should be noted that we
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FIGURE 2 | Weather maps including (A) map of daily precipitation (mm) and (B) map of weather features, for a day (August 28, 2018) with two extreme events

caused by a front (ETC-FRT). The red dots in (A) and the white-on-purple numbers in (B) indicate the locations of the two events.

could have identified externally-driven MCSs for the additional
2010–2020 events, but we maintained the same procedures as
the original study to maintain temporal consistency in the
causes data.

For the 2010–2020 addition to the causes data, the manual
expert identification of the cause for each extreme precipitation
event at each station was assigned based on several data sources.
Weather analyses charts from the NOAA National Weather
Service (NWS) National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) (https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/ncep-charts/access/)
were used to identify synoptic scale features. A 1◦ latitude by
1◦ longitude gridded dataset, described in Kunkel et al. (2012),
was used to create daily maps of temperature and precipitation
for use in identifying precipitation clusters and temperature
gradients. Written material, such as event-related scientific
papers, technical notes, news reports, and historical observations
from nearby stations, supplemented the information provided
by the maps.

Figures 2–5 show examples of two of the maps used in the
causes evaluation for 4 different causes: ETC-FRT, ETC-NFRT,
MCS, and TC, respectively. The maps display the precipitation
distribution and surface weather features on the day of the event.
Similar maps for the day before and after the event as well
as surface temperature and 500 hPa geopotential height were
also generated to illustrate temporal evolution; this aided in the
station event cause classification. In the ETC-FRT example for
August 28, 2018 (Figure 2), the two extreme precipitation events
on that day (one located in Wisconsin and the other in the
Michigan Upper Peninsula) are near a front that extends across
the western part of the basin. In the ETC-NFRT example for April
30, 2020 (Figure 3), the event is located in northern Michigan, to
the north of the ETC center moving across the southern portion
of the basin. In the MCS example for July 19, 2020 (Figure 4),

the event in eastern Michigan is within a larger area of heavy
precipitation; the front to the west is too far from the event to
be considered as the trigger. In the TC example for October 30,
2012 (Figure 5), the six events occur along the path of Hurricane
Sandy while it was transitioning into an extratropical system; this
case illustrates that we categorized events as TCs whether they
occurred while the system was tropical or in a post-tropical stage.

The causes of the 40 highest basin-average 4-day total
precipitation events were determined following Kunkel and
Champion (2019) using a manual expert judgment process
similar to that used for evaluating daily extreme events at
individual stations but adjusted to account for the evolution
of the atmospheric state during these multi-day events and the
availability of sources to identify weather features. An initial
assessment of the meteorological cause was done by referencing
historical surface weather charts from the NOAACentral Library
Data Imaging Project (n.d) for the dates and locations of the
events. For events suggesting proximity to a named TC, the
assignment of TC as the cause was confirmed through further
research matching the dates and locations of the precipitation
event with the International Best Track Archive for Climate
Stewardship set of TC track data (Knapp et al., 2010). As needed
to confirm the cause, maps of atmospheric fields (including mean
sea level pressure, 500 hPa geopotential height, 2m temperature,
precipitation, 2m specific humidity, and vertical motion) were
produced using the NCEP/National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996). The resolution
of the reanalysis is 2.5◦ x 2.5◦. Maps of surface weather features,
500 hPa height contours, and 24-hr precipitation were assembled
side-by-side for each day of an event. These daily composites
were then assembled so that they could be looped to show the
daily evolution of patterns. The sequence of these daily patterns
was effective in revealing the coincidence of atmospheric features
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FIGURE 3 | Weather maps including (A) map of daily precipitation (mm) and (B) map of weather features, for a day (April 30, 2020) with one extreme event caused by

an extratropical cyclone (ETC-NFRT). The red dot in (A) and the white-on-purple number in (B) indicate the location of the event.

FIGURE 4 | Weather maps including (A) map of daily precipitation (mm) and (B) map of weather features, for a day (July 19, 2020) with one extreme event caused by

a mesoscale convective system (MCS). The red dot in (A) and the white-on-purple number in (B) indicate the location of the event.

and surface precipitation locations and amounts. Maps of 4-day
average and anomalies of selected atmospheric state variables
(1,000 hPa temperature, 500 hPa geopotential height, and 500 hPa
vertical velocity) were produced to identify persistent features.
These maps effectively revealed the upper-level troughs, surface
gradients, and large-scale forcing patterns. A common situation
was day-to-day variability in the causal mechanisms, particularly
between ETC-FRT and ETC-NFRT. In such situations, the
amount of precipitation on each day served as a weighting
function to decide on the primary mechanism. Three of the

co-authors performed the expert judgment. Each of the experts
reviewed the work of the others.

Water Vapor and Vertical Velocity Analysis
Following Kunkel et al. (2020b), maximum daily 3-hr values of
PW and VV were derived from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
For each station used in the 1949–2020 period analysis, each
daily 1-yr ARI event was assigned PW and VV values from
the NCE/NCAR grid box containing the station. The individual
station event values were aggregated into PW and VV bins.
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FIGURE 5 | Weather maps including (A) map of daily precipitation (mm) and (B) map of weather features, for a day (October 30, 2012) with 6 extreme events caused

by a tropical cyclone (TC; Hurricane Sandy). The red dots in (A) and the white-on-purple numbers in (B) indicate the locations of the 6 events.

FIGURE 6 | Annual time series of the overall number of extreme events per station (“All Type”; black line), events caused by one of the ETC fronts (“ETC-FRT”; blue),

events caused by an ETC not near a front (“ETC-NFRT”; orange), and events caused by all other types (“Others”; green). Dashed lines indicate linear least-squares fits

to the annual data. The trend values and p-values of the trend lines are displayed in the legend.

RESULTS

Temporal Trends
Figures 6–8 show the results of our 3 types of trend analyses and
illustrate that extreme precipitation exhibits an upward trend by

several metrics. For the 1908–2020 long-term set of stations for
which causes were analyzed, there is a statistically significant (at
the p=0.01 level) upward trend in the number of 1-in-5 yr events
over the period 1908–2020 (Figure 6) of 8.8% decade−1. The time
series of the annual maximum precipitation value among the
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FIGURE 7 | Annual time series (1908–2020) of two metrics of the precipitation amounts for those events exceeding the station-specific thresholds for daily 5-yr ARI

events: the average precipitation for the extreme events (“Average Annual Event Precipitation”; teal color) and the single largest precipitation value among the extreme

events (“Max of Annual Event Precipitation”; orange color). These time series are based on data from the 57 long-term stations. The trend values and p-values of the

trend lines are displayed in the legend.

FIGURE 8 | Trends (% decade−1) in the frequency of occurrences for the Great Lakes basin of the 35 duration–ARI combinations for the periods of (A) 1949–2020

and (B) 1980–2020. Statistically significant trends are shown in red. All trends are upward. For the 1949–2020 analysis period, all trends are statistically significant (p

= 0.05 significance level for a two-tailed test). For the 1980–2020 period, all trends are statistically significant for the 1, 2, 3, and 5 day durations, but not for the 10,

20, and 30 day durations.

extreme events shows a sizable upward trend of about 30% per
century (Figure 7). However, the average precipitation per event
for all events in a year shows no trend (Figure 7).

The larger set of stations analyzed over the two shorter
periods of 1949–2020 and 1980–2020 show upward trends for
all 35 ARI-duration combinations (Figure 8). All trends are

statistically significant (p = 0.05) for the 1949–2020 period
of analysis (Figure 8A). Higher percentage trends were found
for the larger (rarer) ARI values. For the shorter period of
1980–2020, all the trends are statistically significant for 1, 2,
3, and 5 day durations, but not for all of the 10, 20, and
30 day durations (Figure 8B). The temporal distribution of
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the 40 largest 4-day basin-wide average precipitation totals
also shows an upward trend (Figure 9). Almost half (45%)
of those events occurred during the most recent decade
(2010–2019).

Meteorological Causes of Station Events
The predominant cause of the station extreme events is ETC-
FRT (78%). This is similar to what was found by Kunkel
et al. (2012) in regions that include parts of the GLB. The
second largest category is ETC-NFRT, causing 12% of the events.
Smaller contributions are made by MCSs (6%), TCs (2%), and
AMC (1%). There is strong seasonality in the distribution of
station extremes (Figure 10). The majority of events occur in the
summer (60%), while 25% occur in the fall. Only 2% of events
occur in the winter, while 13% occur in the spring. ETC-FRT is
the dominant category in all seasons. ETC-NFRT events are the
second most common. Events caused by the minor categories of
MCS and AMCmostly occur in the summer, while the few events
associated with TCs are evenly distributed between summer
and fall.

There are upward trends in the number of events for the
ETC-FRT (0.131 events 100 yr−1 or 7.6% decade−1) and ETC-
NFRT (0.048 events 100 yr−1 or 18.5% decade−1) categories
(Figure 6). There are also upward trends in the total of MCS
and TC categories (“Others”; 0.013 events 100 yr−1 or 5.9%
decade−1). All of these trends are statistically significant at the
p= 0.05 level.

Meteorological Causes of Extreme
Basin-Wide Average Events
Figure 11 shows the distribution over time of the 40 largest
4-day basin-average total precipitation events, along with
their meteorological causes. The event with the highest
total precipitation occurred on September 10–13, 1986, with
59.2mm. The seasonal distribution of basin-wide extreme events
(Figure 9) indicates nearly equal numbers in the summer and fall
(16 and 14, respectively). Seven and three basin-wide extreme
events occurred in the spring and winter, respectively. The
category of ETC-FRT is the primary meteorological cause for
85% of these events, slightly higher than the 78% for the station
events. The primary cause for the remaining 15% is ETC-NFRT.
ETC-NFRT is a secondary cause in 10 of the events, and a TC
makes a contribution to one of the events. A study by Kunkel
and Champion (2019), demonstrated that ETC-FRTs were also
the dominant category (59%) of the top 100 events in the
coterminous US, however none of those events were located
in the Great Lakes basin. Most were located in the Gulf Coast
region and along the Pacific Coast. The TC category (25%) and
West Coast atmospheric rivers (15%) were the other dominant
categories. The TC category contributed to one of the GLB
events.

Water Vapor and Vertical Velocity
Relationships
Figure 12 shows the boxplot statistics of the distribution of
event precipitation amounts as a function of PW. At values
of PW <30mm, precipitation amounts vary little and even

FIGURE 9 | Number of the 40 largest basin-wide 4-day precipitation events

by decade from 1980–1989 to 2010–2019 delineated by season. Precipitation

is calculated from the MERRA-2 reanalysis and averaged over the Great Lakes

Basin.

FIGURE 10 | Seasonal distribution of the number of extreme station events

categorized by meteorological cause.

slightly decrease with PW. For PW >30mm, precipitation
amounts increase with PW consistent with the overall results of
Kunkel et al. (2020b). If extreme precipitation amounts scaled
with the Clausius-Clapeyron (C-C) relationship, the fractional
change in precipitation amounts would be the same as the
fractional change in PW. For PW values between 30 and 60mm,
precipitation amounts increase but at a smaller fractional rate
than PW. At about 60mm, the change in precipitation amounts
is similar to the fractional change in PW, or close to the C-C
relationship. The results for VV (not shown) did not indicate
a robust relationship between precipitation amounts and the
magnitude of VV, again similar to the results of Kunkel et al.
(2020b).

The strong seasonality (summer-fall maximum) in the
occurrence of extreme precipitation amounts is explained by the
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FIGURE 11 | Scatter plot of the 40 largest basin-wide events showing precipitation amounts and year of occurrence. The symbols indicate the meteorological

cause(s). The open symbols indicate events with both a primary (ETC-FRT) cause and a secondary cause (either ETC-NFRT or TC). The dates of the 5 largest events

are indicated next to the symbols.

high correlation between water vapor and extreme precipitation
amounts. While weather systems are needed to force upward
vertical motion, the actual amount of precipitation is determined
mainly by available atmospheric water vapor, which is maximized
in the warm season.

DISCUSSION

Most regional studies that include the Great Lakes basin have
found an upward trend in extreme precipitation. The analysis
herein focused solely on stations within the basin, most of them
within the US, and found upward trends for most extreme
precipitation metrics. An analysis of basin-wide events using
precipitation from the MERRA-2 reanalysis identified the 40
largest 4-day precipitation events since 1980. There is a large
upward trend in the decadal count of these basin-wide events,
with the last decade (2010–2019) accounting for 45% of all events.
These results are similar to other studies that analyzed regions
which included all or portions of the Great Lakes basin.

Fronts are the dominant cause of extreme precipitation at
individual stations. For daily extreme events exceeding the 5-yr
ARI, 78% of all events are caused by fronts. For the 40 basin-
wide average extreme events, fronts are an even more dominant
cause, representing 85% of all events. These results are similar to
those of Kunkel et al. (2012). In that study, the defined regions
included the U.S. portion of the Great Lakes, but did not focus
specifically on the basin. The additional 11 years analyzed in this
study indicates a continuation of fronts as the dominant cause.

FIGURE 12 | Boxplot distributions for the 1-yr, 1-dy partial duration series

events of precipitation event amount vs. the same-day 3-h maximum PW

sorted into 10mm interval bins. Boxplots display mean (green diamonds),

median (orange horizontal lines), 25th and 75th percentiles (box limits), and 5th

and 95th percentiles (whiskers).

The water vapor and vertical velocity analysis results are
similar to the findings of Kunkel et al. (2020b) in showing
a positive correlation between precipitation amounts and PW
at PW values above 30mm, but no correlation between
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precipitation amounts and vertical velocity. The relationship
between precipitation amounts and PW is less than Clausius-
Clapeyron for PW values <60mm. This is the same threshold
as found in Kunkel et al. (2020b).

The dominant role of fronts as the cause of extreme events has
implications for assessing future changes in extreme precipitation
if global warming continues. The identification of meteorological
phenomena in global climate model simulations is advancing
(Mudigonda et al., 2021). Biard and Kunkel (2019) developed a
method using a deep learning neural network to automatically
identify fronts in reanalysis fields. A similar approach was used
by Lagerquist et al. (2019). Such methods applied to GCM
simulations can be used to provide a meteorological basis
for potential future changes. Such approaches can provide an
alternative to direct use of model-generated precipitation.

Priestley et al. (2020) provide an analysis of GCM simulation
of ETCs in the CMIP6 suite of simulations. They find that the
simulation of ETCs has improved in CMIP6 relative to CMIP5.
Furthermore, higher resolution CMIP6 models show superior
performance compared to lower resolution CMIP6 models. Over
the Great Lakes, the CMIP6 models exhibit a low bias of 10–20%
in the number of ETCs in the winter and a high bias of 10–20%
in the summer.

The positive correlation between precipitation amounts
of water vapor, equaling the C-C relationship at higher
PW amounts, provides a strong foundation for application
to the planning and design of structures that have multi-
decadal lifetimes. One of the most confident projections of
global warming is continued increases in global mean column
integrated water vapor and near-surface specific humidity over
land (Douville et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2021). Thus, it would be
prudent to plan for higher extreme precipitation amounts in
the future.

There are a few limitations in this study. Firstly, while the
trend analysis of the available station data is robust, there is
a low number of Canadian stations with available long-term
data in the GHCN-D dataset. Thus, there is uncertainty as to
whether upward trends have occurred in the northern portion
of the basin. It is not known to us whether there are sources of
long-term station data that are not available in GHCN-D.

Secondly, the study was limited to daily and multi-day
extreme precipitation amounts. At these time scales, it is not
surprising that large-scale meteorological systems are principally
responsible for the events. At sub-daily timescales, it is likely
that local intense convection arising from mesoscale convective
systems and air mass convection would play a more important
role in the mix of meteorological systems responsible for
precipitation extremes. Simulation of such systems by current
generation climate models is challenging (Feng et al., 2021)
compared to extratropical cyclones and associated fronts. A
recommended future study is to analyze long-term hourly
precipitation data and, as in the present study, determine the
causes of extreme sub-daily precipitation events.
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